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Love the idea ;) EXCITED TO SEE HOW SIMPLE AND PURE THESE BEAUTY Tested recipes
ARE!SO thrilled to include this third publication from Jules Aron to my collection! I also love the
idea of all three books and the philosophy in it. Pure, like Nourish & Cleansers. Tonic before that,
are stunning books! They appear to be a set with their cloth addresses and gold lettering, and
don't get me began on the photography. Fresh & As a holistic wellness trainer, the writer infuses
her books with plenty of wellness guidelines and recipes using fresh, simple 100 % natural
ingredients.The book opens with an introduction about the Fairly Zen philosophy and switches
into a chapter about the NATURAL SPLENDOR Apothecary, covering the ingredients and the
various tools you'll need to start making the wonder products in the book.Here is the list of
chapters:Face SKINCARE - cleansing oils, masks, polishes, toners and moisturizers. Hand and
Foot Treatment - another favorite!Hand and Foot Care -nail soak and foot powderHair Care -
Shampoos, conditioners, hot essential oil treatmentsHealth and Hygiene - tooth powder,
deodorant, and natural vapor rubSpa Day time Treats - the perfect quality recipes for a spa time
with the females!I'm so thrilled to start out making my own cosmetics! SERIOUSLY IN LOVE
WITH THIS BOOK The next half of the Pretty Zen book duo is focused on simple homemade DIY
beauty balms and pretty potions you can make in your kitchen. Strongly suggested! Everyone
needs this in their lives! Everything you could ever want for your face, body, hair, fingernails and
also some basic makeup dishes! Oils, butters, scrubs, masks, cleansers, after sun care, bug
repellent. But my favorite parts, are the tips scattered through the entire book. And she also gives
up a section with spa day time snacks and drinks! How to give yourself a encounter massage,
develop a bath ritual, select a clay for your skin type, etc. Seriously in love with this book! I've
bookmarked several quality recipes and can't wait around to try them out. The cover is
completely gorgeous and I really like just how Zen & Much better than most spa treatments for a
fraction of the price (and higher quality ingredients)! I am gifting this place for my friend's bridal
shower, and look ahead to producing the Detoxifying Charcoal Scrub for the girls to enjoy.
GOALS: To make everything in this reserve. OHHHHH MY GOSH this book could not become
more beautiful. Buying for all my close friends. The writer uses simple ingredients that are no
problem finding on amazon. This easy-to-follow book that's area of the Pretty Zen collection is
filled with amazing recipes and beauty .. Can't wait to try even more! Definitely you start with the
Warming Vanilla Body Oil and the Luscious Mango Body Polish. This easy-to-follow book that's
section of the Fairly Zen collection is definitely filled up with amazing dishes and beauty
guidelines! Jules blends her expertise and passion for plant-based remedies here and will not
disappoint. As somebody who is enthusiastic about skincare, I'm super excited to integrate some
of these recipes into my beauty routine. Beauty Products IT IS POSSIBLE TO Feel Good About!
Not only is it gorgeous, but it's chock-full of awesome beauty suggestions. Pure to my collection
of books from Jules Aron.  The dishes in Fairly Zen are fun to generate and super lux. Tonic,
Nourish &  I totally love this book!Natural Makeup- with recipes on how best to make your own
blush, bronzer, lip gloss and mascara. Even better than their amazing addresses, is what's inside!
Which is why I was therefore thrilled to obtain Jule's new book that teaches how to make these
products with no problem finding, natural ingredients. Pure - it's tag range is Organically Crafted
Beauty Balms & Glow and Zen & Glow and Clean & Just like in food, I have switched to organic
beauty products. Can't use alcohol-based items? I had no proven fact that I possibly could be
making a few of the items myself!  As somebody who prefers to create things instead of by them,
this is perfect!Hair Care - I imagine the Calendula Blossom Hair shampoo smells divine and I
need the Rosemary Hot Essential oil Treatment.  I have marked a number of things to try.  I'll list
the chapters and a few of the stuff I wish to try:Facial Skin Care - this chapter is loaded with



everything from cleansing oils, to masks to toners and moisturizers! All of the ingredients that
you need and the tools you need to start making your own beauty products. I certainly need to try
the Nourishing Eye Balm and the Apple and Green Tea Face Toner. . When you have eczema,
there are several ingredients that you have to avoid no matter what if you don't want to feel just
like you're bathing in paper-cut-inflaming lemon juice, which book gives you the intricacies of
how to get the products you like but. I wish to make the Chocolate Lip Butter and the attention
Makeup Remover.Body Treatment - I wish to try practically everything in this chapter (I really like
body care products! Can't use anything with fragrance additives? A must-have for anybody who
feels strongly about skincare.Body Care - Natural oils, scrubs, lotions, body washes.  The
Moisturizing Hand Sanitizer and the Minty New Food Powder are on my list!The book opens with
an introduction and then moves right into a chapter about the Natural Beauty Apothecary.Health
and Hygiene - Wish I had known approximately the Flu and Sinus Vapor Rub last month, saving
that for up coming flu season. Prevent them! The Moisturizing Bug Repellant is going to come in
handy come early july.you know.safely. The Mimosa Sorbet sounds delicious!The book finishes
with some basic apothecary techniques, like how exactly to do infusions and how exactly to
execute a skin-patch test.Excited to observe how simple and natural these beauty recipes are!
there are several ingredients that you need to avoid no matter what if you don't want to feel like
you're bathing in paper-cut-inflaming lemon juice I have eczema, which makes getting beauty
items a major pain for both my epidermis and my wallet. I utilized to think that I got to live and
breathe Sephora, but this book gave me so many more options! ..Spa Day Treats - The
Cardamom Rose Chia Pudding is gorgeous, I want to make it just so I can photograph it before I
eat it... )    No problem! Want to put on perfume without feeling like you're bursting into figurative
flames? There's a workaround!I'm sharing this publication and Nourish and Glow with my aunt
who provides recovered from cancers, and we're both loving it! Jules Aron will it again! Jules
Aron does it again! Fresh & Pure is definitely such a fantastic publication for beauty and body
care. The images are beautiful and I love the look and feel. There are fun beauty notes and tips
throughout and easy-to-follow dishes for skin, body, locks and way to take care of yourself at
house. I can't wait to try a number of them as present ideas just like the salts and bath
bombs.Natural Makeup - I had no idea you could make your own constitute!.. - however the DIY's
and information in it are amazing! I've never been much of a DIY'er Not merely is this book
unquestionably gorgeous - however the DIY's and info in it are perfect! I've never been much of a
DIY'er, but Jules actually nailed it with her gorgeous photos, descriptions and easy-to-follow
guidelines! Great beauty quality recipes! Pure look on my bookshelf. I was so pleased to be able
to increase Fresh & I'm an enormous fan of essential natural oils, so that it makes me so excited
to learn some new methods to utilize them following Jules recipes.. Which is why We was so
thrilled to get Jule's fresh book that teaches how to make these products with easy to find I
stopped using commercial beauty products a long time ago because of all of the harmful
chemicals and animal cruelty involved.I love the idea of Fresh & Wowowow ~ More Blissful
Recipes Another set of gems from Jules! The reserve is beautifully laid out and the quality
recipes are simple.
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